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	Picture an iPhone in your mind. OK, now picture any other smartphone
	out there. Visualize this other smartphone until you have a really clear
	image of it. Got it? OK, good.


	My guess is that whichever smartphone you pictured—regardless of the
	brand or manufacturer—it has a touchscreen, a built-in accelerometer,
	and rows of glassy-looking icons with a wallpaper photo behind them. I
	also bet that you flick the screen with your finger to move through your
	photos, right? Even though it’s not an iPhone, it still works and even
	looks like an iPhone.


	Apple did it so right when they introduced the original iPhone that
	nearly every new smartphone or tablet that comes out today is just
	another copy of what Apple has already done. But there’s an excitement
	around the iPhone and iPad that no other smartphone or tablet manufacturer
	has been able to capture.


	What sets iOS apart is the apps. Apps are it. They’re “it.” And while
	other smartphones and tablets now have some apps, too, they’re not iOS
	apps, and neither the developers nor the end users of those other apps
	are rewarded like the people who design, and use, iOS apps.
	The iPhone itself is a beautifully designed piece of technology. So is
	the iPad. Hold either of them in your hand and you can’t help but like
	it. But it’s the apps that make you fall in love. Everybody’s iPhone or
	iPad has basic apps on it—Calendar, Maps, Weather, Calculator, and so
	on—but once you start adding third-party apps, it becomes your iPhone.


	Your iPad. It’s personal because your apps reflect your life, your personality,
	and your passions. Apps have changed how we live our lives,
	how we run our businesses, and what we do in our free time. Imagine
	how powerful you would be if you could create apps that touch people,
	empower them, engage them, let them create and communicate in ways
	they never knew before.
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Soft Computing and Intelligent Systems: Theory and Applications (Academic Press Series in Engineering)Academic Press, 1999
The field of soft computing is emerging from the cutting edge research over the last ten years devoted to fuzzy engineering and genetic algorithms. The subject is being called soft computing and computational intelligence. With acceptance of the research fundamentals in these important areas, the field is expanding into direct applications through...
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Blockchain Basics: A Non-Technical Introduction in 25 StepsApress, 2017

	In 25 concise steps, you will learn the basics of blockchain technology. No mathematical formulas, program code, or computer science jargon are used. No previous knowledge in computer science, mathematics, programming, or cryptography is required. Terminology is explained through pictures, analogies, and metaphors.


	This book...
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Algorithms for Discrete Fourier Transform and Convolution (Signal Processing and Digital Filtering)Springer, 1997

	The main goal of this graduate-level text is to provide a language for understanding, unifying, and implementing a wide variety of algorithms for digital signal processing -- in particular, to provide rules and procedures that can simplify or even automate the task of writing code for the newest parallel and vector machines. It thus bridges...
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JavaServer Faces: The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	This book provides the reader with a comprehensive review of the entire set of technologies
	and programming methodologies associated with JavaServer Faces. It is intended for a wide
	audience with varied experience levels ranging from moderate levels of Web development
	experience to those who are advanced enterprise Java architects.
...
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Friction Stir Welding and Processing VII (Tms2013 142 Annual Meeting & Exhibition)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Friction stir welding (FSW) and its variants, friction stir spot welding and friction stir processing, are used in numerous industrial applications and there is considerable activity in the development of FSW processes and their applications. This volume covers the seventh proceedings in this recurring TMS symposium, focusing on all aspects...
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Lonely Planet Chile & Easter Island (Country Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Chile is nature on a symphonic scale. Diverse landscapes unfurl over a 4300km stretch: parched dunes, fertile valleys, volcanoes, ancient forests, clear rivers, massive glaciers and fjords.” – Carolyn McCarthy, Lonely Planet Writer
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